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The generalized Liouville operators are given as determinants of quare matrices whose ntries 
are higher order derivatives of real valued functions in two variables. The composition of 
these operators has very interesting properties in connection with polynomials over these 
operators. Their expansions grow so quickly that it is necessary tobuild efficient computer 
algorithms inorder to manage them symbolically and to check inclusion properties. We prove 
that a general polynomial representation of the operator composition cannot exist, and we 
recognize other polynomial expressions, included in the composition, which group a great 
quantity of terms. 
1. Introduction 
Plebafiski (1988) introduces the generalized Liouville operators. For any m--- 1 and any 
infinitely differentiable two-variable function/7, ~, ,F  is given by the determinant of the 
(m+l )x (m+l )  matrix whose general entry is Fu=dx~OyJF, 0<-I, j<-m; ~oF=F;  
.CO_iF= 1; and for any m<- l ,  .LCmF= 0. 
Let ~= C~(~ :, R) be the class of real valued functions in two variables which are 
infinitely differentiable. Then Vme R, ~m is a non-linear operator ~'-* ~. The composition 
of these operators is an associative operation, and the question naturally arises whether 
it is expressible in terms of more "arithmetical" operations, namely, polynomial construc- 
tions over ~ms. 
Plehafiski (1988) developed the polynomial representations for ~ (~mF) where n = 1, 2 
and for .~I(FG) using algebraic manipulation. It was shown that the result of  .~I(FG) 
is needed to obtain a polynomial expression for ~2(~mF) using this method, The problem 
of finding a general polynomial expression for ~ , (~mF)  was proposed to be difficult due 
to the fact that a polynomial expression for ~2(FG) could not be found by algebraic 
manipulation. 
In this work we report the results of computer programs developed to treat the ~r~ 
operator symbolically. Our programs expand the Liouville expressions into sums of 
individual terms via direct computation. 
Simplification algorithms were developed to collect the terms appearing in the 
expansions into subsets of permuted terms corresponding to polynomials over the Liouville 
operators. The algorithms also recognize groups of isolated terms which cannot be 
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represented completely as Liouville polynomials, i.e. polynomials over the Liouville 
operators. 
We also postulate rules for constructing the terms of the expansions of some Liouville 
expressions. 
In particular, in the case of  the composition ~3(££~F), the final expansion was found 
to consist of 1200 distinguishable t rms. The majority of these terms cannot be collected 
in representations of  polynomials over the -~mFs. 
In support of this result, we show that the number of distinguishable t rms present in 
the 5~a (-~2F) expansion surpasses the maximum number for terms that can be polynomially 
expressed, according to our postulated construction rules. 
We also show that our result for the expansion of ~a(c~LP~F) coincides with the partial 
result given by Plebafiski (1988) in his general expansion formula for ~(~, ,F ) ,  as 
analysed for the special case of n = 3 and m = 1. 
Due to the negative result obtained in attempting to express polynomially the special 
case of .LP3(-LP~F) , we claim that no general polynomial expression can exist for the 
composite operation . .~, , ( .~, , ,F ) .  
However, we give a partial result for the expansion of ~ , , (~,F )  showing that some 
polynomials can be factored from the general composite operation. 
The expansion into terms of ~2(FG)  was also studied and was found, as expected, to 
consist of a minority of terms representable as Liouville polynomials over LC, Fs and 
~, ,Gs,  plus a majority of isolated terms which are not completely representable as 
polynomials. 
2. Basic Properties of ..~,. Operators 
The identities developed by Plebafiski (1988) are: 
F, Ge ~ 
=LP, (FG)  = G2~,  F + F2.LP, G (2.1) 
.~,(~.,F) = ~m-,F" ~+,F  (2.2) 
..~P2(.~mF ) = ( , . .~, , , _~F)2~'r , ,+2F+ ( .~m+lF)2 ;~.m_2F  (2.3) 
. .~, , ( .~, , ,F )  = ~m- ,  F"  . f f , , _ , (  ~ , , , F )  " c~x "+m Oy"+"F  + "" " . (2.4) 
The factor ~+~ ~"+" ~" in Eq. (2.4) can be considered as a remainder, since it is not 
included in an ~mF expansion by itself. However, in this case, where the orders of the 
derivatives in x and y coincide, we can transform the equation to include this remainder 
in an ~,,F.. Indeed, if we premultiply by ~,+,,_,F, we get: 
.~  n + ra _ l F " ...~, , ( ..~ m F ) = .Sff m _ ~ F " ,Sff n _ l ( ~,~ m F ) . .,~ n + m F + . . . (2.5) 
by applying the general identity 
.~mF = . .~ , , , _ ,F .  Ox"  Oy '~F  + • . • (2.6) 
where " . . . "  in Eq. (2.6) denotes the remaining terms of the ~?mF expansion which do 
not contain the factor F,,,, = Ox"  Oy"F .  
Plebafiski (1988) conjectures that the " .  . . . .  terms of Eq. (2.5) consist of algebraic 
constructs made of ~,,F,  m = 0, 1 . . . .  , k, where k<_2(m + n)  - 1. 
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3. Rules of Construction for ~.(.~mF} 
The set of terms in the expansion of .~mF is given, by definition, as: 
• ~m F= det Fxy =~ (sign ~r)Fo~{o~Fl,,cl~" ' " Fm~tra ) (3.1) 
-rr 
where the summation is taken over the permutations ~r of the elements 0, 1 . . . .  , m. In 
this case F~i) represents 0~ o'S~)F. There will be exactly (m + 1)! terms in the expansion. 
For any F s S~, let us call any of its derivatives F 0 a factor. We will identify any factor 
F~j with its pair of indexes (i, j) .  
Thus, the set of factors can be ordered lexicographically: 
~ i<p 
or 
Ffj < FPq <=~ l i = p and j<q 
A term is a finite product of factors. Any term is identical to the ordered list of pairs 
corresponding to its factors. 
The degree of a term is precisely the length of its representative list. The lexicographical 
ordering of representative lists, taken from left to right, gives an ordering of terms. For 
any term, its x-order is the sum of the first components of the pairs in its representative 
list. Its y-order is defined similarly considering the second components. 
A signed term is a pair st, where s =±1 and t is a term. 
Let us define inductively the set of Liouville expressions built from F, LE(F), as follows: 
(i) VmsZ:  ~mF~LE(F) .  
(ii) For any factor Fij and any As  LE(F), the product FuA is also in LE(F). 
(iii) For any A, B ~ LE(F), the product A.  B and the sum A+ B are also in LE(F). 
(iv) For any m eZ and any A~ LE(F), the composition Ze,,(A) is also in LE(F). 
Any A ~ LE(F) is naturally expanded as a sum of signed terms, thus it may be identified 
with a list of signed terms. In fact, let LA be the term list such that: 
(i) A=~.(T IT  is a term in LA) holds in ~. 
(ii) LA is ordered with respect o the terms ordering. 
(iii) No term has two appearances in LA with different signs (i.e. there are no pairs of 
"cancellable" terms in LA). 
We may introduce coefficients in order to count repetitions in L of the same term. 
For  any A, B s LE(F), we will say that A is included in B if LA can be matched with 
a sub-sequence in LB. 
To finish this already long chain of definitions, let us say that a term list L is homogeneous 
if the following three conditions hold: 
(i) There is a constant d such that any term appearing in L has degree d. 
(ii) There is a constant Px such that any term appearing in L has x-order Px. 
(iii) There is a constant py such that any term appearing in L has y-order py. 
The following propositions are easily verifiable: 
PROPOSITION 1. A factor F U is, by itself, a homogeneous li t of degree 1, x-order i and 
y-order j. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Vm~Z ££mF is expanded into a homogeneous list of degree m+l.  The 
common value of its x-order and y-order is ½m (m + 1). Also, in any term, the x-indices and 
y.indices run over the whole set of integers [0, m] ={ i ]0 -  < i_< m}. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  A, B ~ LE(F)  are expanded respectively by two homogeneous li ts LA 
and LB, then the product A . B is expanded by a homogeneous li t LAB whose degree, x-order 
and y-order are, respectively, the sums of the degrees, the x-orders and the y.orders of the 
lists L,~ and LB. 
Due to the importance of what follows, let us postulate as construction rules the 
analogous propositions for the Liouville operator compositions: 
Vn, m-->0 let L,,m be the expansion of .~,(~,,F). Then, 
RULE 1. L~m is a homogeneous li t. 
RULE 2. The degree of L .... is (n + 1)(m + 1). 
RULE 3. In any term appearing in Ln,n the x-indices and the y-indices are restricted to 
the set [0, n + m]. 
RULE 4. In any term appearing in Lnm the x-order and the y-order coincide and their 
common value is ½(n + 1)(n + m(m + 1)). 
And concerning the .LP,, operator on the product of two functions: 
Vm~O let L,, be the expansion of ~,~(FG). Then, 
RULE 5. Lm is a homogeneous li t. 
RULE 6. The degree of Lm is (m+l) .  
RULE 7. In any term appearing in Lm the x-indexes and the y-indexes are restricted to 
the set [0, m]. 
RULE 8. In any term appearing in Lr, the x-order and the y-order coincide and their 
common value is ½re(m+ 1). 
4. Expansions of ~3(-~lb-) and ~2(FG) 
Our program for calculating ~(*LPmF) was verified by expanding both sides of 
Eqs (2.2) and (2.3) ultimately as sums of terms for some particular values of m and n. 
Our program for calculating ~,n (FG) was verified by expanding both sides of Eq. (2.1). 
The final result of the expansion of ~3(Ze~ F) is a list of 3720 terms. Taking into account 
only one occurrence of each repeated term, there are 1200 distinguishable t rms in the 
result. After having collected into polynomials the complete sets of permuted terms, the 
result was found to be: 
-~a(~lF) = (~oF)3-~9~4F+~ terms with remainders (4.1) 
where 
~, terms with remainders =~oF" ( ~'2F) 2 " F44 
+ 4. (~2F" ~3 F. F,, + ~9~oF. ~, F. ~3 F. F33) 
+2. (.La2F) 2. ( Fot F43 + F, oF34) q- " . " 
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which coincides with Eq. (2.4). Indeed, Eq. (2.5) implies 
&F.  &(ae, F) = ~oF" &(&F) .  Le, F+.  • • 
= ~oF '  [(dEoF)2GaaF+ (.Sf=F) 2. dg4F+..  • [using (2.3)] 
= (~oF)3~F"  £P4F+ ~oF.  (St=F) 2- 2~,F+. .  • (4.2) 
from which it follows that: 
.~973(.o97 , F) = (.LPoF)a.LP4F + .~oF" (Ga2F) 2' .Le4F/..o~.3F +'" ' . (4.3) 
Subtracting the 5! terms of (~0F)3.5~'4F from &°a(~aF), which has 1200 terms, there 
remain 1080 distinguishable t rms which cannot be collected as polynomials over -~,,F, 
with m = 0 . . . . .  4. 
The last assertion can be proved from the construction rules. Each term has a degree 
of  8, the range of values for the subindexes of its factors is 0 , . . . ,  4, and its x and y 
orders are equal to 10. 
All the terms appearing in ~4F are included in (.o~0F)a.oqq4 F. No other combinations 
with LP4F should be considered since the sums over the x and y indexes would exceed 10. 
Now, concerning ~3F, each of its terms has degree 4 and their x and y orders are 
equal to 6. Thus, any appearance of 373F in the remaining terms of Eq. (4.1) shall be 
multiplied by terms of degree 4 each, and of x and y orders equal to 4. 
Looking at the orders, the only candidates to collect such multiples are ~ IF '  S~2F and 
(.Lt~F) 4, but these can be discarded since their terms are of degree 5 and 8, respectively. 
Hence, complete polynomial expressions including &P3F cannot be factored out of the 
terms with remainders of Eq. (4.1). 
Similar arguments hold for the combinations of permutations over Le,,F, m < 3. The 
only combination of permutations which fits the rules exactly, without remainders, is
(~0F) ~. ~,p.  
Some of the remainders are well-behaved, such as in the case of F33 in 
4. ~0F'  ~F .  ££3F' F3a. These remainders could possibly be included in a polynomial 
expression if we premultiply them by 3?,~Fs as was done in Eq. (2.5). Nevertheless, other 
remainders, uch as Fo~F43 in the term 2. (Ge2F) 2. FmF43, cannot be handled in this way. 
Thus, for the particular case of GP3(~F), it was shown that this composite operation 
is not equivalent to a polynomial over Liouville operators. Hence, the general conjecture 
about the existence of a Liouville polynomial identically equal to ~, (~, ,F )  is no longer 
sustainable. Such a polynomial cannot exist. 
The polynomial expression for Ge2(~,nF) in Eq. (2.3) was obtained by means of the 
polynomial expression for ~1(FG). Let us consider now the problem of expressing 
.LP2(FG) polynomially. 
Our simplification algorithms expressed f2(FG) as 
~2( FG) = Fa.LP2 G + G3~2F + ~ terms with remainders (4.4) 
where there are 64 distinguishable t rms with remainders. It is interesting to note that 
these terms with remainders form an entirely symmetrical set. In fact, we may write 
~2(FG) = LE(F, G)+ LE(G, F) (4.5) 
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where the expression LE(F, G) is completely represented as
LE(F,  G) = F 3. ..¢£2G - FaG 2" (FI2G2t) + 4" ~IF" 0o~'1 G" (FooGll - Fol Glo) 
- 2" FG" .LexF" ( Gol G2t + GloGt2) + FG" -~l F" (Goo G22 - Go2G2o) 
+2" G 2" ,~1F. ( Fo~ G2~ + FroG12) + 2. F" .~t F" (Gin Gm G20+ G2oG~oGto) 
-2 .  G.  ,~F .  (Fro Gm (320+ FloGo2Glo) + FaG . (F~2Got (320+ Fat Go~Glo) 
- FG. (Fo2FmGm G20). (4.6) 
As was suspected, a Liouville polynomial representation for 5£2(FG) does not exist. A 
proof similar to the one given for the case of Le3(LeIF) can be applied, using the 
construction rules corresponding to ,.~m(FG). 
5. On the Subexpressions of .T.(.TtF) 
As has been shown, the products and compositions ofLiouville operators satisfy several 
regular conditions relating to degrees and orders in their representative homogeneous lists. 
This enables us to collect some of the terms with remainders of the general composition 
.T.(.LP, F) as products of Liouville polynomials and remaining factors of the form From. 
The properties listed in this section are just a few examples of what we have discovered 
through analysis of the expansions. 
For n >- 0, let 
P~.(F) = (n - 1) 0. (.~-oF) n-l' ~oF" ~.+,F  
P2. (F) = (n -1) 2. (~oF) ~-2' ~tF"  .L#.F.F... 
P3.( F) = ( n - 1) pC"). ( ~oF) "-~ . ..~2F" .~,,F. F~-2..-2 (5.1) 
where the exponent o(n) of the coefficient in P3. is 
{02 i fn i sodd  
p(n) = if n is even. 
The three Liouville expressions Pt,,(F), P2,,(F) and Pa,(F) are included in ~,( -~lF)  
and the inclusions are mutually disjoint. We may thus write: 
• ~'n(.oW, F) =P,n(F)+Pan(F)+Pan(F)+Rn(F ). (5.2) 
The expression Rn(F) in Eq. (5.2) is not completely representable by a Liouville 
polynomial. However, the regularity of the expressions in Eq. (5.1) suggests that, for 
m ~ 5, Rn (F) shall include, a certain umber of times, a Liouville expression of the form 
P4.(F) = (.g#oF) "-4" ~F. .~.F .F . - s . . - , .  
We have checked, by direct computation, that Eq. (5.2) holds true for n = 0 , . . . ,  4. 
6. Conclusions 
We proved that polynomial representations for~3(~F)  and for ~2(FG) cannot exist. 
Therefore, the conclusion isthat a general polynomial solution does not exist for ~,  (~mF) 
nor for .~m(FG). 
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In the case of .~°3(=~'1F ) it was shown that the number of distinguishable t rms in the 
final expansion, calculated by symbolic manipulation of the operators by computer, 
exceeds the number of polynomial combinations available according to the construction 
rules. 
Therefore, the conjecture that the" . . . "  terms of Eq. (2.5) consist of algebraic onstructs 
made of ~, ,Fs,  m = 0, 1 , . . . ,  k ~ 2 (m + n ) - 1 is no longer sustainabl e,since premultipliea- 
tion by ~mFs will not absorb all of the remaining factors in the remaining terms of the 
expansion of ~ ,  (~,,F).  
A partial result for the general expansion of Le~(~F)  was also given, in which a great 
number  of terms can be collected into near-polynomials that are constructible in a quite 
symmetrical fashion. 
The present work is an application of Symbolic Computation to Formal Mathematics. 
In particular, our results may be of interest in the Theory of Partial Differential Equations. 
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